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1. Introduction. In the memorial volumef for Professor Hayashi, I studied an involutorial Cremona transformation in a projective S r which is obtained as follows: Let C i = (ax) , there exists an involutorial Cremona transformation between the two r-dimensional spaces. The order and fundamental elements of this involution were determined in the corresponding projective spaces S r and 5/ and applications given for 5 2 and Ss. These belong to a remarkable class of involutions which have the property that when in S r and S r ' ---, X/+i) are corresponding points and any number of transpositions between coordinates in the same columns is performed, say
then Q, Q' is always a couple of corresponding points of the involution.
To this class also belong the well known quadratic and cubic involutions in 5 2 , px/ = l/xi, (i = l, 2, 3), and in 5 3 ,px/ =l/x t -, {i -1, 2,3,4), . It is the purpose of this paper to show the importance of these in connection with the plane elliptic cubic in S 2 and a certain septimic of genus three in £3.
2. The As-configuration on the plane elliptic cubic. Let Ai (1, 0, 0) ; A 2 (0, 1, 0); As (0, 0, 1); B (1, 1, 1); B x (-1, 1, 1); B 2 (1, -1, 1) ; B% (1, 1, -1) be the fundamental and invariant points of the quadratic involution in S 2 , T 2^p x( =l/xi, (i = l f 2, 3), and perform the possible permutations between the coordinates of corresponding points as indicated above, so that we obtain the four couples of corresponding points It also appears at once that the eight joins of corresponding points PiPi pass through a fixed point O (ai + #2#3#4, a 2 ~f* #1#3#4, #3 + #i#2#4, #4 + ^1^203) .
To sum up we have the following theorem : 
Among the generatrices of K are the eight joins PiPl of Ai 6 . The eight lines OBi lie on K. Any other generatrix g of K is on two corresponding points Q and Q' of T%. These determine another Ai 6 uniquely, which also lies on K. Thus there are <*> 1 Ai 6 's on K. Corresponding points QQ' on K form a certain space curve whose order is obtained as follows: The join of Q(x), Q f (x') passes through 0 when
Eliminating X, jjL y 1 from any two distinct triples of these equations, say between the first three and the last three, the cubic cones K 4 and Ki with vertices A4 and Ai and the common generatrix A1A4 are obtained, along which they have the common tangent plane £2^2 -bzXz = 0. Hence they intersect in a residual septimic Cn, the locus of the point Q y Q'. This follows immediately by inspection of the equations
This can be verified by other methods of proof which for the sake of brevity shall be omitted.
(3) To prove that the genus of Cn is three, project Cn upon Ki from a generic point P. The projection proper is a residual C u of order 3X7 -7*= 14. The cone K* cuts C u in 3X14 -6 = 36 points proper, because Ci touches both K\ and K± along ^4i^4 4 in three points which accounts for six (improper) points of intersection. The polar conic of P with respect to Ki cuts Cn outside of A\ and A± in twelve points, so that altogether 36 -12=24 points of intersection are left which are projected into twelve double points of CJ, the projection of Ci upon a generic plane. The genus p of C7 and hence of Cn is therefore £ = 6X5/2-12=3. Now every couple PI Pi on K or C 7 gives rise to a definite Ai 6 -configuration. Hence we have our next theorem: It is interesting to note that the Cn lies on two other cubic cones K 2 and Kz with vertices at A 2 and Az by using the elimination process of X, )U, 1 in the remaining possible ways, so that it may also be characterized by the property that it lies on five cubic cones.
(4) The investigation may be extended to any other S r , r>3, but this would amount merely to a simple generalization of the preceding theory.
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